To aid in the interpretation of rapid beam-swinging meas urements as applied to troposphenc transhonzon propagatIOn , models of the arnvmg wave complex ha ve bee n sp ecifi ed and the r esponse of a scanning ante nna array to this wave complex has bee n computed. Tw~ types of models are used. One simulates a mechanism for troposcatter consisting of coherent partial rcflec tion s from layers of refracti ve-index discontinuity. Th e other s imulates a !TIec hanis m of turbulent scattering. For cach, the complex fi eld at th e antenna aperture IS det ermined, for a numbcr of sp ecific instances, and th e respon se of th e a ntcnna to this field is computed , in cach in stance, as the antenna goes through its scanning process. Th e res ults a re comparedlVith selected examples takcn from tran shori zon beam s win gin g measurem ents. Pertin ent characteri stics of cach typc arc clcarl y delincatcd.
Introduction
J n transhorizon tropospheric propagation the wave reaching the receiving antenna, having' b een sca~tered by the atmosphere, does not necessarily arnve .as a plane wave. Beam-swinging experiments [Crawiord et al. , 1959; Waterman, 195 ; Chisholm et al., 1962] h ave b een performed to examine the anguI!1T distribution of arriving waves . In these exp~l"lments the radio signal delivered by the receIvmg antenna to a receiver is measured as a function of pointing-angle of the antenna. Since antennas do not have a perfect pencil beam the antenna response, when aimed in any one dj.r~ction is the convol ution of the SOLIrce distribution (of the scattered waves) with the antenna's voltao·e radiation pattern. In this paper, we will use the term, response pattern, to mean this convolution expressed as a function of pointing-angle of the receiving antenJ?-a. (In general, two angles, azimuth and elevatlOn, are involved; in the numerical examples we evaluate below, only one-azimuth-has been considered. ) We are concerned with multiple arrivino· waves and in particular wish to distinguish tw~ cases: the response patterns for (a) the case of a small number of plane waves whose relative phaqes chano·e while their individual mao·nitudes and directio~s remain substantially consta~t, ftnd (b) the case of a large. number of densely bunched plane waves whose relatIve phases change in some nonsystematic fashion. These two cases correspond to two possible models of tropospheric structure which have been invoked as possible explanations for transhorizon tropospheric scatter propagation. For simplicity, they may be referred to as the layer model and the Lurbulence model. If one assumes a model involving reflections from strn,tified-elevated layers [Bauer, 1956; du Castel et aI., 1958] , then one \vould expect the patterns to sho w a very small number of peaks-often just one-to exhibit a concentration near the great circle b earin g, to have slow fading, and to change systematically in time. In contrast, if one assumes a turbulence model ac;; proposed by Booker and Gordon, [1950] , then one would expect the angular response patterns to show sever al peaks-occasionally quite broadened and spread over a wide angle sector-to exhibit rapid fading, and to demonstrate little continuity in time because of the large number of components in the received signal. Stein, Johansen, and Starr [1959] have done some preliminary work in the investigation of the antenna response patterns asswning a turbulence model for the fttmosphere. Their work did demonstrate that using the tmbulence model one could expect single, narrow peaks, at least part of the time. However, they did not generate a gTOUp of successive antenna patterns, i.e. , show the time dependence of the patterns.
The pmpose of this paper is to predict theoretically the types of angular response patterns expected assuming different models for the mechanism supporting propagation as an aid in interpreting rapid beamswinging measurements. In section 2 the problem will be stated more precisely, and in sections 3 and 4 the angular response patterns will be calculated assuming a layer model and a turbulence model respecti vely. These two sections will show that the characteristics from the two models are extremely different, but quite similar to the characteristics intuitively expected. In section 5 there will be shown experimental examples that are extremely similar to the two types of calculated angular response patterns. The res ults of this work indicate _-----£, 2 ,( 12
Antenna characteristics Jar theoretical model. that both mechanisms, horizontally stratified layers and tmbulent eddies, are instr umental in supporting transhorizon propagation, and fmthermore that the rapid beam-swinging experiment seems to be a valuable tool for differentiating between different models for the mechani"lm supporting propagation.
Definition of Problem
As an aid in interpreting and understanding the angular response patterns measured experimentallv, a theoretical investigation of angular response patterns was performed. The antenna was patterned after that used in the Stanford experiments [Waterman, 1958; Strohbehn, 1963] . It was taken to be an eight element phased array (fig. la ) scanned in azimuth by effectively changing the line lengths 11 through 18. The dimensions assumed were l.22 m spacings between :1djacent elements and a wavelength of 10 cm. Directivity of individual elements and radi:1tive cou pling between elements were neglected . The antenna W:1S assumed to be located at the center of a circle with infinite radius on which the sources were located , so that the radiation from each source reached the antenna aperture as a plane wave. The differen t models were simulated by varying the sources on the circle . The antenna was scanned in the pl:1ne of figure 1 b over a sector including the sources.
It can)e shown [Stroh behn, 1963] that the total voltage E T , at the antenna output is given by the following expression, if one neglects a constant phase term and considers only small angles from the bro:1dside direction:
where E n= the (complex) field of the nth source. s = the spacing between antenn:1s . f.. = wa velength lXn = azimuth angle of the nth source.
f) = azimuth angle of a single source for which the an tenna is momen tarily phased to give maximum response, i.e. , the direction in which the antenna is aim.ed. t = time.
Sjnce we are mainly interested in the magnitude of ET(f), t) we have:
To find the angular reSpOl}Se patterns, IET(f), t) I, one has to cal~~ulate only !EAf), t) I from the source distribution { E n(t), an} , which depends on the model assumed. The angular response of the antenna to a single centrally located source is shown in figure lc.
Layer Model
To simulate the layer model the following assumptions were made:
1. A very small number of sources, normally less than four, are presen t because of the small number of layers normally present.
2. The sources remain stationary in space and constant in amplitude for the periods of time that are of interest.
3. The sources are normally quite close to the great-circle bearing as a result of the approxim:1tely horizontal structure of most l:1yers in the atmosphere.
The maximum deviation assumed is ± 0.5 deg.
4. The sources change phase relative to the phase center of the antenna (see fig. 1 ). This phase change is a result of variations in the path l ength between transmitter and receiver due to small changes in the reflecting point of the l:1yer.
The angular response patterns, lET! as a function of f), for different source distributions are shown in figures 2 through 4. The dashed lines indicate the actual positions (an) of the sources. In figure 2 , three examples of the response to two sources with equal amplitudes but with different angular separations are shown. In the lowes t trace of each, the phase difference between the two sources at the phase reference of the antenna is 0 deg. In the next trace from the bottom there is a 30 deg difference, in the third trace, 60 deg, etc., and in the last trace 180 deg. As a result, the seven consecutive traces represent the change of the angular response patterns with time, since the phase difference will normally progress with time. Only a half-cycle of sourcephl1se variation is shown in these figures, but if the phase difference continues to chan ge, then an entire cycle would be seen. In figure 3 , three examples of the response to two sources at a fixed angular separation, but having unequl11 amplitudes, are shown. The same phase progression as before is used. In figure 4 there are three examples of angu lar response patterns with three sources of equal amplitude, but at differen t angular separa tions , and with different phase progressions (as indicated) .
There are several characteristics to notice in these patterns. Keeping the sources stationary in space and varying the phase separation between the sources can resul t in significl1nt changes in the angular response patterns. In fii!:ure 2 one sees single peaks splitting into two peaks which are separated in angle by about eight times the separation between the sources. In figure 3 one sees the major peak moved a few tenths of a degree in azimuth without a major second peak appearing. Hence, one sees that phase changes between sources that are stationary in space can result in large and significant changes m the angular response patterns 2 often causmg the peaks to move a few tenths of a degree in azimuth in a very short time.
. Turbulence Model
To approximl1te the turbulence model the following assumptions were made:
1. The scattered radiation reaching the receiving antenna can be considered as coming from a large number of independent sources. In our case the number chosen was 150. (Trials with larger numbers showed 150 to be adequate for a one dimensional azimuth scan, with an 8-element array.) 2. These sources are spaced uniformly in azimuth over the sector to be covered by the antenna scan . (See fig. lb.) 3. Each source is considered as represen ting a "macroscopic volume element" of turbulence scatter theory. That is, each represents the scattering from many "blobs" so that its signal has a Rayleigh amplitude distribution and a uniform phase distribution [Booker and Gordon, 1950; Staras , 1952; Villars and Weisskopf, 1954; Silverman and Balser, 1954] .
4. The correlation distance of the atmospheric structme is much smaller than the macroscopic 2 The general nature of this result bas long bee n known. Its pertinence to propagation measnrements was mentioned to one of the anthors by M. Jean Simone. The contribntion of t his paper is t he specifiC quantitati ve determination of the errect and its direct comparison (sec. 5) with actual meas urements. volume element, so thl1t el1ch source used in the model is independent of the others. 5. Each source has a time variation corresponding to the motion of tmbulent eddies and causing the resultant signal to change.
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6. By having as many as ] 50 sOUJ'ces evenly spread across the sector to be scanned, there are approximately 20 sources witbin one beamwidth. (The 4-deg scan sector is eight times the ~f deg beamwidth.) Thus continuity is maintained as the antenna is scanned.
7. The signal from each source is weighted in accordance with its position in the sector to take into account a scattering angle dependence (assumed to be inverse fomth power, but not critical) and the transmitting antenna polar diagram (sufficiently broad relative to sector size to be of minor importance).
8. Radiation from each somce is held constant as the f1l1tenna scan is performed, but varied continuously from one scan to the next.
Using the assumptions listed above, angular response patterns were computed using (2). The sources were generated by using a gaussian noise generator to oQ.tain the real and imaginary parts of each somce En (t) . The ou tpu t from the noise generator was punched onto cards using an analogto-digital converter and IBM 1620 computer. The sampling rate could be controlled externally. The angular response patterns were then computed using an IBM 7090 computer. A sequence of 30 successive patterns in time were generated to illustrate the time dependence of the patterns. The sampling rate of the gaussian noise generator was varied until the patterns exhibited some changes over a group of 30 but still showed some continuity in time.
Three sets of angular response patterns calculated in this fashion are shown in fi gme 5.
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There are several significant featmes in these patterns. First, note that the peaks are spread over a fairly wide angle sector. Second, the patterns are continually changing from single peale to double peak to broad peaks to multiple peaks. There is no one condition that seems to predominate. These fcatmes are in contrast to the ones shown in the layer model, where one expects the signal quite close to the great circle bearing, and one sees only one or two peaks which change in a systematic manner.
Comparison Between Simulated and Measured Angular Response Patterns
A beam-swinging experiment has been performed at S-band over a 100-mile transhorizon path [Waterman, 1958; Strohbehn, 1963] . The antenna and other parameters used in the theoretical models were taken from this experiment. simulated ftngular r esponse p atterns (for 2 equ alamplitude so urces 0.1 0 apart) and some patterns measured on the transhorizon p ath is shown in figUl"e 6. The splitting of one peak into two , with a n associated drop in signal level, and subseq uen t rejoining into one is clearly illustrated . In figure 7 a similar comparison is made for the turbulence case. Here the simulated r esponse patterns do no t so literally match those m easured , owing to the random nature of the varia tions; but the general characteristics of multiple irregular peaks, broftdening, infrequent occurrence of a single unbroadened peak , and irregulftr mo tion are in evidence.
The above records are samples only, chosen to illustrate two types of situations. On the basis of similar observations scattered throughout the last few years, it appears th at the two types occur about equally often on the Jackson-t o-S tanford path in central California. Approximately 4() percent of all si tuftti ons can b e cfttegorized ftS layer type an d another 40 percent as turbulence type, th e remaining 20 percent being transitional [Strohbehn, 1963] .
